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STREET TYPE 1: Primary Vehicular Ring Road
• New Walkergate
• Norwood

•
•
•
•

STREET TYPE 2: Primary Vehicular Entrance Corridor

STREET TYPE 5: Historic Back Streets/The Lanes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

North Bar Within
Sow Hill Road
Admiral Walker Road
Keldgate
Minster Yard South
Flemingate
Lord Roberts Road/Champney Road

STREET TYPE 3: Historic Vehicular Connecting Streets
• Lairgate
• Hengate
STREET TYPE 4: Historic Shared Streets
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Landress Lane
Dog & Duck Lane
Dyer Lane
Walkergate
Cross Street
Well Lane
Princes Gardens/Regent Street
Minster Moorgate West/Minster Moorgate
Minster Yard North
Lairgate
Friars Lane
Eastgate
Highgate
Trinity Lane
Railway Street
Wilbert Lane

Wilbert Grove
George Street
Morton Lane
Mill Lane

Lairgate/Saturday Market
Windmill Walk
Lairgate/Toll Gavel
Toll Gavel/Walkergate
Toll Gavel United Church
Brewery House Mews
Well Lane/Butcher Row

STREET TYPE 6: Green Residential Streets - Link to
Westwood
• Woodlands/Wood Lane
• Westwood Road
• Newbegin
• Ellerker Road/Champney Road
• Central Avenue
STREET TYPE 7: Existing Pedestrianised Streets
• Toll Gravel
• Saturday Market

INTRODUCTION

Beverley requires a public realm that is worthy of its status as a historic Market Town/visitor destination. Thus it must draw and entice people in from the various arrival points, routes and destinations. The document provides some
ideas/options and principles of how to develop high quality public realm within Beverley.
Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improve legibility and access to and from the Town Centre.
A public realm vision that articulates the spatial quality, pedestrian environment and movement order across the Town Centre and to key destinations outside the Town Centre boundary;
Coordination of the appearance of streets, squares and spaces generally throughout the area;
Introduce a series of new spaces and squares that will reinforce Beverley’s identity as a visitor destination ensuring it’s long-term sustainability;
Extend the city’s’ public realm framework to create and integrated network of street and spaces;
Establish an integrated movement hierarchy, which sets out a range of streets types and determines how these routes and spaces relate to one another;
Create a clear and distinctive neighbourhood identity that can be interpreted and crafted to suit the specific character of individual streets or individual developments;
Improve and reinforce the historic street structure;
Encourage movement between the Rail Station, the study area and other principal destinations
Formulate a quality materials palette, strong lighting and artworks that will encourage use throughout the day and evening, encouraging family entertainment and civic pride
Raise property values and aid regeneration;
Promote physical and social inclusion, as well as a sense of stewardship;
Ensure a satisfactory standard of design quality is achieved within the public realm;
Inform existing and emerging planning policy;
Be endorsed by the public, the Council and main partners.
Significant emphasis must be given to ‘designing-out’ crime (through attention to access and movement; structure; surveillance; promoting a sense of ownership, respect, territorial responsibility and community; physical
protection; and activity) to make green spaces safe and welcoming to the entire community, both day and night;

What is in this document?
The document develops a public realm concept supported with design principles and a movement hierarchy for Beverley, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify key landmark buildings and vistas
Determine development site opportunities or under utilised development sites
A street, junction and spaces hierarchy plan
Develop a transport street network that defines the vehicular / pedestrian split along set routes
Propose a geometry, junction pattern and other traffic management techniques that controls the movement of vehicles through the area
Illustrative finishes, materials and planting schedule tailored to character types across Beverley

This document does not consider where the capital expenditure associated with realising the street design principles will be sourced. So the purpose of the examples provided in this section of the document is indicative only. It is
expected that all street specific detailed designs will be undertaken as individual, targeted funding is secured. However it is also clear that detailed designs will take cognizance and be consistent with design principles generally and
the movement hierarchy specifically.
In relation to potential vehicular access improvements, any future schemes to alter the road networks around the town would need to be tested through a series of traffic management scenario’s i.e
Saturn Traffic Model (to test congestion, methods for alleviating traffic, and protecting areas of significance).

EXISTING VEHICULAR ACCESS ISSUES

•

One way systems create confusion, poor access to key destinations and has an adverse impact on legibility.

POTENTIAL VEHICULAR ACCESS IMPROVEMENTS
KEY

Strategic Vehicular Street - Two
way flow created

Strategic Vehicular Street -One
way flow - directional flow indicated

Strategic vehicular street directional flow indicated
Connecting vehicular
street - directional flow
indicated

Car Park

Destination severed by traffic

A) One way exitng the town north only.
B) Create Two Way Flow along Lord Roberts - as far as the Council Car Park off Champney Rd to improve legibility and access allow traffic to quickly access destinations.
C) Create Two Way Flow along Eastgate to provide an alternative route to exit the town to the south west - easing any potential
congestion.

VISION
1 DESIGN PRINCIPLES

GREEN LINKAGES - between town centre and common land

DESTINATIONS - emphasis of key destinations

PEDESTRIAN CONNECTIONS - linking key public spaces

RATIONALISED STRATEGIC VEHICULAR MOVEMENT

RESPECTING THE HISTORIC GRID

HISTORIC GATEWAYS

KEY
STREET TYPE 1 - Primary Vehicular Ring Road
STREET TYPE 2 - Primary Vehicular Entrance Corridor
STREET TYPE 3 - Historic Vehicular Connecting Streets
STREET TYPE 4 - Historic Shared Streets
STREET TYPE 5 - Historic Back Streets/The Lanes
STREET TYPE 6 - Green Residential Streets - Link to
Westwood
STREET TYPE 7 - Existing Pedestrianised Streets

Wide junctions create pedestrian/
vehcile conflict. Street clutter impacts
on visual amenity

Wide carriageways inhibit pedestrian
movement

New Walkergate - guard rails create
barriers to pedestrian barriers to
movement

Poorly defined pedestrian crossing

VISION
STREET TYPE 1 - PRIMARY VEHICULAR ROUTES
STREETS INCLUDED
• New Walkergate
ISSUES
• Hostile pedestrian environment due to heavy traffic flow and vehicular priority movement.
• Limited number of formal crossing points which lack definition.
• Car Parks form arrival points accessed from the road, and therefore, there is a poor
sense of arrival. In some cases pedestrians have to cross this heavily trafficked road
resulting in a poor journey to the Town.
• Over engineered junction geometry.
• Hard edges and blank frontages enclosing the street along the western edge of the
footpath.

Illustrative section - New Walkergate

REASON FOR INTERVENTION
• Key strategic circulatory vehicular route around the town, and for access to the town
centre.
• Improve sense of arrival and journey to town.
• Identified as a Sustrans on-road cycle route.
• Bus route with bus stops located at the junction of New Walkergate and Wilbert Lane,
indicating that the route forms a pedestrian access point into the city centre.
• North-east/south-west connection to railway station.
INTERVENTION PRINCIPLES
• Retain vehicular priority movement but improve pedestrian environment.
• Wide pavements to facilitate pedestrian north-east/south-west movement.
• Frequent, clearly defined pedestrian crossing points to facilitate east/west movement
• Incorporation of material change and/or carriageway narrowing at strategic points to
minimise traffic speeds.
• Emphasis of key junction/gateways
• Tree planting to enhance the environment and create a green corridor to emphasise the
importance of the route.
• Feature lighting to emphasise sense of arrival.
• High quality landmark public art, way finding, and signage and street furniture.

Illustrative detail - New Walkergate

MATERIALS

Pedestrian barriers removed and
crossing points clearly defined

Precedent images

Wide pavements with tree planting to
define the pedestrian zone

Street planting to improve the
pedestrian environment and absorb
surface water run-off

North Bar Within - Vehicle flows and
echelon parking provide a vehcile
dominated environment

Norwood - wide carriageway, visual
dominance by parked vehicles, poor
quality pedestrian environment.

Positive green entrance corridor
lacking a sense of arrival

Sow Hill Road - visual clutter from
pedestrian guard rails and bollards

Lord Roberts Rd - traffic signage/
bollards create visual clutter - road
geometry creates poor pedestrian
environment - mix of surafce materials

Minster Yard South - Wide
carriageway and minimal pavement
widths which inhibit pedestrian
movement

Flemingate - Visual clutter impacts on
view of the ,inster

Bus Station forms poor quality arrival
experience

VISION
STREET TYPE 2 - PRIMARY VEHICULAR ENTRANCE CORRIDORS
STREETS INCLUDED
• North Bar Within
• Norwood
• Sow Hill Road
• Admiral Walker Road
• Keldgate
• Minster Yard South
• Flemingate
• Lord Roberts Road/Champney Road

Illustrative section

ISSUES
• Carriageway width varies, but in most cases pedestrian/vehcile conflict occurs by virtue
of the narrow pavements (with the exception of North Bar where the potential exists
to improve the pedestrian environment further), to the detriment of wider pedestrian
circulation.
• Lack of quality tree planting.
• Streetscape provides poor setting around Minster.
• One way system restricts traffic circulation and contribute to a lack of legibility in terms of
vehicular access to the town centre.
• Vehicle speeds sever east-west pedestrian movement,
• Lack of opportunity for restaurant/bar spill-out.
• Lack of a coherent streetscape limits pedestrian legibility and access/circulation around
the town.
REASON FOR INTERVENTION
• Key town centre circulatory routes
INTERVENTION PRINCIPLES
• Retain vehicular priority movement but improve pedestrian environment.
• 5.5m carriageway or as required to facilitate movements.
• Min. 1.8m footways. Wide footways where space permits to allow cafe/bar spill-out space
(North Bar Within)
• 75mm upstand chamfers to kerbs to permit access as necessary
• On-street parking parallel to movement.
• Echelon parking where space permits (North Bar Within)
• Uncontrolled raised crossing points.
• Tree planting where practicable to enhance the pedestrian environment and emphasise
adjacent green space.
• Feature lighting - traditional along Sow Hill Road - wall/building mounted where necessary.
• Continuation of public art, way finding, and signage and street furniture.
• Lighting strategy for key townscape elements.

North Bar Within

Illustrative details

Precedent images

Lairgate - narrow carriageway width
and pavements, parking congestion
and pedestrian barriers to movement

Hengate - narrow carriageway and
pavement widths with direct building
access from the street

Hengate - street clutter caused by
narrow pavement widths combined
with the location of bollards and
temporary signage.

VISION
STREET TYPE 3 - HISTORIC VEHICULAR CONNECTING STREETS
STREETS INCLUDED
• Lairgate
• Hengate
ISSUES
• Narrow pavements prioritise vehicular movement resulting in pedestrian/vehicular conflict.
• Pedestrian guard rails form barriers to pedestrian movement, create street clutter.

Illustrative section

REASON FOR INTERVENTION
• Primary access route to the city centre for vehicular traffic approaching from the south
along Lairgate.
• Key town centre circulatory route along Hengate for access to car parks and Saturday
Market.
• Poorly defined pedestrian crossing points.
• One way system restricts traffic circulation and contribute to a lack of legibility in terms of
vehicular access to the town centre.
INTERVENTION PRINCIPLES
• Equal emphasis on pedestrian and vehicular movement
• Maximum 5.5m carriageway or as required to facilitate movements.
• 2m wide footpath where possible
• 75mm upstand chamfers to kerbs to permit access as necessary.
• On-street parallel parking, where space permits, creating pinch points with physical
markers such as trees at end of bays
• Clearly defined, uncontrolled raised pedestrian crossing points.
• Building mounted lighting/traditional lighting columns.
• Public art/way finding integrated into materials/signage and street furniture.

Illustrative detail

Precedent images

MATERIALS

Walkergate - juxtaposition of
traditional materials and low quality
contemporary surfacing

Dyer Lane - Mix of low quality
contemporary paving materials

Wilbert Grove - narrow carriageway
and pavement widths with parking
congestion impacting on visual and
physical streetscape character

George Street - Poor street frontage
provided by car park

Wilbert Grove - highway-driven
solution to controlling traffic flow
compromises spatial quality of
junction
Princes Garden/Regent St - Wide
carriageway and minimal pavement
widths which inhibit pedestrian
movement

VISION
STEET TYPE 4 - HISTORIC SHARED STREETS
STREETS INCLUDED
• Landress Lane
• Dog & Duck Lane
• Dyer Lane
• Walkergate
• Cross Street
• Well Lane
• Princes Gardens/Regent Street
• Minster Moorgate West/Minster Moorgate
• Minster Yard North
• Lairgate
• Friars Lane
• Eastgate
• Highgate
• Trinity Lane
• Railway Street
• Wilbert Lane
• Wilbert Grove
• George Street
• Morton Lane
• Mill Lane

Illustrative sections

ISSUES
• Lack of high quality, clearly defined materials palette and a lack of definition of key
pedestrian routes.
REASON FOR INTERVENTION
• Key pedestrian connecting streets, including north-south connections to the Minster,
and east-west connections between the Lairgate and Toll Gavel.

Illustrative details
Illustrative details

Paving materials form a high quality
setting to the architecture

Precedent images

Parking incorporated into pedestrian Shared surface streets
zone and defined by tree planting

INTERVENTION PRINCIPLES - FLEXIBLE OPTIONS
Option A - Vehicle Priority Street
• Pedestrian priority streets where possible
• 5.5m carriageway or as required to facilitate movements.
• Min. 1.8m footways. Wide footways where space permits
• 75mm upstand chamfers to kerbs to permit access as necessary.
• On-street parking parallel to movement.
• Uncontrolled raised crossing points.
Option B - Shared Streets
• Pedestrian priority movement
• Level surface
• Preferred vehicular routes to be delineated through vertical features
• Contrasting or tactile delineation of refuge for the partially sighted along the building
frontage. Space kept to a maximum 1.2m including tactile element to avoid delineating
carriageway and to encourage pedestrian movement across the whole space.
• 2m clear zone free from street furniture to all building frontages.
• Pinch points used to reduce vehicular traffic speeds
• Complement existing way finding
• Feature lighting - retain/expand wall mounted/traditional

Lairgate/Saturday Market link -

Toll Gavel/United Church link -

Toll Gavel/Walkergate -

VISION
STREET TYPE 5 - HISTORIC SHARED STREETS
STREETS INCLUDED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lairgate/Saturday Market
Windmill Walk
Lairgate/Toll Gavel
Toll Gavel/Walkergate
Toll Gavel United Church
Brewery House Mews
Well Lane/Butcher Row

ISSUES
• Narrow and enclosed routes, with limited overlooking.
REASON FOR INTERVENTION
• Part of the historic town centre grain
• Key pedestrian connections

Illustrative section

INTERVENTION PRINCIPLES
• Pedestrian only streets
• Expand Lanes Projects
• Uncluttered streetscene - without street furniture and with wall-mounted lighting
• Feature lighting in ground and wall planes to emphasise important function of the streets,
and enhance perceptions of safety.

Precedent images

Illustrative detail

Parking congestion

Narrow streets and pavement widths

Remnant historic features of value

VISION
STREET TYPE 6 - GREEN RESIDENTIAL STREETS
STREETS INCLUDED
• Woodlands/Wood Lane
• Westwood Road
• Newbegin
• Ellerker Road/Champney Road
• Central Avenue
ISSUES
• Narrow streets
• Parking congestion

Illustrative section

REASON FOR INTERVENTION
• Streets form key linkages between the town centre and Westwood.
INTERVENTION PRINCIPLES
• Maximum 5.5m carriageway where permitted
• Minimum 2m carriageway where permitted
• 75mm upstand kerb chamfered at 45 degrees to permit access as required
• Parallel parking permitted within carriageway with physical markers such as trees at end
of bays.
• Raised tables at junctions.
• Building mounted lighting/traditional lighting columns.
• Public art/way finding integrated into materials/signage and street furniture.

Illustrative detail

Regularly spaced tree planting defines Raised tables at junctions to slow
parking bays and helps to minimise the traffic and visually ‘break up’ the
visual impact of parked car.
carriageway

Precedent images

Wednesday Market - Recent
surfacing improvements

Saturday Market - a poor setting for
historic market cross due to visual
dominance by car parking

Wednesday Market - Design could be
improved by reducing visual clutter
and replacement tree planting, with
better quality mature specimens.

Saturday Market - Mix of materials
detract from street quality. Poor
integration of street and square.
Parking congestion.

Butcher’s Row - Materials fail to
reflect the history of the town, and
quality of the historic architecture.

VISION
STREET TYPE 7 - PEDESTRIANISED STREETS
STREETS INCLUDED
• Toll Gavel
• Wednesday Market
• Saturday Market
ISSUES
• Immature tree planting fails to make a significant positive visual impact within the
Wednesday Market, and screening of vehicular traffic along Lord Roberts Road is minimal.

Illustrative section

Saturday Market
• Materials fail to reflect the history of the town, and quality of the historic architecture. Lack
of distinctive features.
• Mix of materials detract from street quality.
• Pedestrian/vehicle conflict.
• Visual impact of parked cars.
• Poor quality materials.
• Lack of seating.
REASON FOR INTERVENTION
• Heavy pedestrian traffic due to the function as a primary shopping street.
• Locally distinctive architecture of buildings requires good quality public realm setting.
• Saturday Market is a major townscape asset forming part of Beverley’s rich heritage,
which is currently failing to provide Beverley with the quality of public realm that is
warrented for this key public space.
INTERVENTION PRINCIPLES
Wednesay Market
• Improved Planting.
• Location for bespoke street furniture, artwork and lighting to reflect the importance of the
street and spaces in terms of pedestrian movement, and the town heritage.

Illustrative detail

Saturday Market
• Uncluttered streetscene with sympathetically integrated street furniture, artwork and
feature lighting.
• High quality surface treatment, with a simple palate of materials.
• Rationalisation of parking within Saturday Market

Uncluttered streetscene. High quality
paving materials

Precedent images

Bespoke street furniture elements and
feature paving create visual interest
Integration of distinctive furniture and
artwork features.

